
Stammers Shopping Centre, 
Australia

Altro adhesive-free floors chosen 
for reliability and performance

1. Altro Cantata™

2. Altro XpressLay™

“The attraction to Altro flooring was no 

costly takeup of existing floors, eliminating 

dust and especially downtime for the shop 

keepers. Installed on a Saturday evening, 

the project was completed before opening 

on Sunday morning, without closure of the 

centre”   

Carl,  
Hyland Management & Co
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Stammers Shopping Centre,  
Australia  

Issue 
Having a large number of locals visiting the centre on a daily basis, 
Stammers Shopping Centre in Palmyra was after a floor that wouldn’t 
cause major disruption to the trading of the stores within the complex. 
Providing a safe and enjoyable space for shoppers are important factors 
for the centre, and so the refurbishment of the floor had to be suitable. 
Above all, the centre’s main concern and priority was selecting a product 
that could be installed quickly, with minimal interruption to the centre  
and stores.

Approach
The centre required a floor that was not only reliable but also visually 
appealing for the community. Selecting a product that would perform well 
against heavy foot traffic was crucial. Altro Cantata and Altro Xpresslay 
adhesive-free floors were chosen for this project, based on their reliability 
and performance. 

Solution
Altro Cantata in Venice and Altro Xpresslay in Coal were chosen for 
Stammers Shopping Centre. Ron Jones at Danleigh Carpets was 
confident that the adhesive-free ranges would deliver a great job for 
everyone involved, and that they’d be delighted with the end result.

Altro adhesive-free floors chosen for  
reliability and performance

Altro award-winning, adhesive-free sustainable floors now  
feature new ranges offering you enhanced comfort under foot  
and greater impact sound reduction, together with a whole new 
range of benefits including more colour and wood design  
options, giving complete flexibility for your differing application  
areas. Our adhesive-free floors reduce installation time and are 
100% recyclability.

Altro Cantata is a tonal and modernist, adhesive-free floor that 
creates maximum impact with minimum downtime. Altro XpressLay 
is ideal where safety and toughness are the key drivers for your 
hard-working service areas, and delivers robust, good looks.

Looks great with:  

1. Altro Orchestra™

2. Altro Whiterock™ wall designs 

3. Altro Whiterock Satins™
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“The installation of the Altro Cantata and 

Altro Xpresslay adhesive-free products 

were very cost-effective, with no pulling 

up or grinding, together with a speedy 

recovery and a great looking finish.”   

Ron Jones, Danleigh Carpets


